
EXTERIOR
 FIXES

 

6 EXTERIOR HOME
IMPROVEMENTS THAT CAN
INCREASE RESALE VALUE

 

We researched and studied exterior fixes and
finishes that can provide an increase on resale
value, and help your home get sold faster. Our

guide of 6 exterior improvements provides
estimates on return!*

 
*Average return on resale are estimates based on research and industry experience,

information herein is deemed reliable but not guaranteed. 
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REPAINT EXTERIOR
 

Painting your home hot pink or
bright yellow is a sure fire way
to get the attention of your
neighbors and buyers, but we
recommend going the safer
route with warm and neutral
colors. 
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REPLACE YOUR
FRONT DOOR

 Are you sporting a less than
pleasant door? Does it allow air
to get in? Locks or handles
loose? Replacing this will not
only help save on the energy bill
for yourself and prospective
buyers, but will boost your
homes curb appeal!
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RE
 ENTRY

 

ESTIMATED AVERAGE 
 ROR 90%

PRESSURE WASH
 

Have you ever witnessed the
magic that a pressure washer
produces? The best bang for
your buck, pressuring washing
is a low cost way to strip dirt
from driveways and walkways,
clean windows, and depending
on the siding a nice way to clean
up your entire homes exterior.
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BIG
 PRESSURE

ESTIMATED AVERAGE 
 ROR 105%
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Mr. Wilson might have given
great advice back in the day, but
a lot of home owners prefer the
security and privacy of a nice,
well built fence. The cost varies
depending on the size of your
backyard, but often home
owners will see a 100% return
on resale if they update their
home with a fence. 
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ESTIMATED AVERAGE 
 ROR 100%

DE
 FENCE
 

BUILD, REPLACE, 
 OR FIX YOUR FENCE
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UPDATING
WINDOWS

 
Some old windows can
definitely add character to a
home, but those single pane
windows aren't great for
security, energy savings, are
more prone to leaking, and may
not be as functional compared
to their newer counterparts! 
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BIRD

 HAZARD
 

ESTIMATED AVERAGE 
 ROR 90%

 

LANDSCAPING
 

From simple efforts like
keeping your lawn in control, to
adding some beautiful flowers,
lighting, trees, plants, and
mulch, landscaping can leave a
great lasting impression and
upgrade your curb appeal for
relatively inexpensive work. 

 

6LANDSCAPE
 

#REPYYC
 @REPYYC

 

ESTIMATED AVERAGE 
 ROR 100%

 

DIGGING
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https://www.instagram.com/REPYYC

